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Introduction 
This paper deals with the solution of parabolic 
differential equations by means or difference methods. 
The basic results concerning this subject are round in 
the classical paper of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy [2] • 
Recently Fritz John [1) has employed such methods to 
study the equation 
~: a
0 
(:x:, t),;)2.u. + 2a 1 (x, t)~ + a.,.(:x:, t)u + d(x, t) (a} at dxa. ~x -
in the infinite strip 0 < t ~ T, -• <. x< +~ , with 
initial condition 
u(:x:,O) = f'(x} (b) 
With a differential equation of this type John associates 
a sequence of difference equations of the form 
... 
u(x,t+k) = L. c (x,t)u(x+rh,t) + kd(x,t} (c) 
... 
with suitable coefficients c~, defined for (x,t) in a family 
of rectangular lattices l:h with mesh (h,k), when h and k 
tend to zero in such a way that k/h~=~ is a fixed number. 
By restricting himself to difference equations of the 
form (c) which for h ~ 0 go over formally into the differ-
ential equation (a), John is led to a set of "compatibilitY" 
conditions which the c~ must satisfy. The concept of 
stability is introduced and conditions are given under 
i 
which the solution of the difference equation will approach 
that of the differential equation. Both necessary conditions 
and sufficient conditions for the stability of the diff-
erence equation are obtained, the latter being of the form 
for IQ l S 1r, where M is a positive number independent of 
x, t. 1l'hen John employs stable difference operators to prove 
the existence of a solution of the differential equati9n 
(a) vrlth initial condition (b). The work of John reviewed 
here deals exclusively with the second order equation (.a). 
It is the aim of this paper to extend this work to 
higher order equations of parabolic type, using the same 
type of methods which John has employed. We begin by 
obtaining certain basic results for the nth order equation 
and then turn our attention to the special case where n::: 4. 
We will obtain the compatibility conditions and the 
necessary condition for stability for the nth order 
equation, as well as extend John's proof on the convergence 
of the solution of the difference equation to that of the 
differential equation for the nth order case. Then we will 
.. ' 
obtain the sufficient condition for the stability of the 
difference equation when n: 4 and prove an existence theorem 
for this case. Since much of John's work for the difference 
equation itself applies to the nth order problem in 
ii 
general, we shall make frequent reference to his paper 
and the general results which he has obtained. 
iii 
1. Compatibility Conditions 
We consider the equation 
i!:. =a (x,t)d"Ll +a (x,t) tl'"'-'&.4.. ~t o G»X" ' ax'"'-' + · · · 
+a,.._, (:x:,t)~~ + att(:x:,t)u + d(:x:,t) {1.1) 
in the infinite strip R of the {x,t} plane, defined as 
follows: R: - co < x < + oo , 0 ~ t ~ T; with the initial 
condition 
u(:x:,O) : f(:x:) (1.2) 
With a differential equation of the type (1.1) we associate 
a family of difference equations of the form 
... 
u(x,t+k) = l: c (x,t)u(x+rh,t) +- kd(x,t) (1.3) 
... 
with suitable coefficients c~(x,t). The functions a 0 (x,t), 
a 1(:x:,t), ••• ,a,(x,t) in (1.1), the function f(x) in (1.2), 
and the coefficients c~ in (1.3) are defined in R. That is, 
we introduce a family of rectangular lattices l:h with 
mesh (h,k), where h and k vary in such a way that k/h"":: ~ 
is a fixed number. We assume k is a definite function of 
h, and hence the c~ depend on the parameter h alone. Let 
c~(:x:,t,h) be defined for (x,t) in R and h belonging to some 
interval 0 s h s:. H. Denoting the solution of (1.3), (1.2) 
by u(:x:,t,h), we obtain the recursion formula 
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.. 
u(:x,t+k,h) = I: c (x,t,h)u(:x:+rh,t,h) + kd(x,t) 
.. 
with the initial. condition 
u(x,O,h) = f(x) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
defining u(x,t,h) for {x,t) in ~h • This recursion 
formula is restricted to be finite, i.e.,there exists N 
such that 
.. { -c x,t,h} = 0 for lrl> N and all x,t,h. (1.6) 
Here (1.4),(1.5) have a unique solution u{x,t,h) defined 
in the l.attice l:h of points (x,t): (sh~k), where sand 
A .are integers and 0~ .Xk ~ T. 
We are concerned with difference equations of the form 
{ 1.4) which for h ~ 0 go over formally into the differential. 
equation (1.1). In order for this to happen the coefficients 
c~ in the difference equation must be rel.ated ~o the 
coefficients in the differential equation. This l.eads at 
once to a set of equations or conditions which the c .. must 
satisfy, and which we now proceed to determine. 
Equation (1.4) may be written in the form 
u(:x:, t+ k,h} - u( x, t 1 h} 
k --
(1.7) 
We postulate that this equation go over into {l.l.) for 
h-. 0 and u sutficientl.y regular. This leads to the 
simplest requirements on the c ... Expanding u(x+rh,t) 
2 
vdth respect to h, 
(1.8) 
leads to the conditions 
lim 1L 'I,rc._= a (x,t), 
h~ 0 tf .. 'WI-I 
. . ' 
lim i 2.lrj c,_ = a ,(x,t), ••• , 
h-=to k" ,. j! li-J 
h"' • '\1 ... lim _ ~..!..X c = all ( x, t ) • 
h~ 0 t( ... ll! 
Assume c .. is of the form 
c .. (x,t,h) = c;(x,t) + hc~(x,t) + thac!"'(x,t) 
I;.. ..L"',_ + • · • +' -:-; h C j (X t t ) + .. · + 'l1 I h c.,. (X, t 1 h) , 
o}. • 
where c0 (x,t),c1 (x,t), ••• ,c;(x,t), ••• ,c~(x,t,h) are 
uniformly bounded for (x,t) belonging to R and 
lim c;{x,t,h) = 
h~o 
.. 
c..,{x,t,D) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
uniformly for {x,t) in R. Assume a 0 (x,t) is bounded away 
from o. Henceforward assume k/h"" is taken as constant=~ 
as h varies. That is, 
lim .J1_ =A h~o h""' 
The conditions (1.9) are then equivalent ~o the 
(1.12) 
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rollowing conditions: 
••• 
... 
=:Ic (x,t):O 
.. '\t-1 
(l..l3a} 
(n1-l} 
... 
••• 
... 
= l:, rc (x,t) = 0 
.. l'l-.1. 
~ rc ( x, t) : ( n - 1 )I~ a ( x, t) ~ 'l'l-1 • ,_ • 
• • • 
. 
_j ... ~ " ... rc0 (x, t} = ~ rc 1 (x,t) : ••• 
... ... 
. 
.J ... 
- ~ r c (x, t) 
--
-.. ..t-1 
; l-
l:r c (x,t} : jl,ll~a .(x,t) 
... ..t • • l'l-.1 
• • • 
' ...,_, ... 
Lr c0 (x,t) : 0~ 
... 
0 
~ '\1-1 ... ~r c 1 (x,t): (n- 1}! ~ a 1 (:x:,t) 
... 
~"',.. I 
.Lr c (:x:,t): ~ n.a0 {:x:,t) 
.. 0 
conditions 
(l..l3b) 
n conditions 
{1.13c) 
general set o:f 
( .t + 1} cond-
itions 
} (l..l3d) 
2 conditions 
(l.l3e) 
1. condition. 
The dir:ference equation (1.4} is said to be compatible 
with the differential equation (1.1) i:f (1.6),(1.10),(1.11), 
(1.12}, and all of (1.13) are satisried. The conditions 
(1.13) will be referred to brie:fly as the "compatibility 
4 
conditions". 
Since we will be especially interested in the special 
case of equation (1.1) when n=4, we state the explicit 
form of the compatibility conditions when n=4: 
~c._: 1 
... 0 
~ .. ~ .. ... Lc1 =.:.c =l:c3 = 0 
... .. :a ,.. 
~c:: 24)a+(:x:,t) 
{ rc; = 6-\a3 ( :x:, t) 
2 .. ~ r ca. = 4.\aa. ( x, t ) 
.. 
3 .. l: r c = 6-Aa 1 ( :x:, t ) 
... I 
(1.14) 
A simple recursion formula compatible with the 4th order 
equation 
+ a~(x,t)~~ + a4_(:x:,t)u + d(x,t) 
{1.15) 
is the follo\rlng: 
u(x,t+k) - u1:x:,t) 
- k 
a.(x,~) u(x± 2h, t)-4u(:x:+h, t~;ru(x, t)-4u(x- h, t)+u.(x- 2h, t) + 
., ( ~,u(:x:t2h 1 t)-3u(xth,t)t3u(x,t)-u(x-h,t) + 
•• 'K,~ hi 
., 1 ... _,u(:x:±2h 1 t)-2u(:x:th,t)±u(x,t)+a '·Nu(xt2h,t)-u(x±h,t) + oa~,i?J ]i!C '3~ h 
a4-(x,t)u(x+ 2h,t) + d(x,t) (1.16) 
5 
Other compatible formulae for n: 4 are obtained by replac-
ing the central difference 
u(x±2h, t)-4u(xth, t)t6u(x, t)-4u(x-h, t)tu(x- 2h, t) 
h+ 
with a shifted difference, such as 
u(x±3h, t) -4u(::x:+2h, t )+6u(x+h, t) -4u(x, t )+u(x- h, t} 
h+ . 
and by corresponding replacements of the differences of 
lower order. 
2. Stability and Convergence 
j 
The solution of the inhomogeneous equation, as Fritz 
John [l.,:page 160] .:Points out, can be obtained by super-
position of solutions of a sequence of homogeneous equations 
corresponding to initial values at varying t. For every h 
and every integer m the operator ~ h acting on functions 
.I 
g(::x:} is defined as follows: 
v(x, t) = L.,..
1
h[g) (2.1) 
for t ) mk satisfies the honogeneous equation 
v{x,t+k) = l:, c ... (x,t,h)v(x+rh,t); (2.2) 
... 
fort: (m+l)k, v{x,t):g(x); for t~mk, v(x,t) vanishes. 
Thus v{x,t) satisfies 
.,_ {g{x) for t:mk 
v(::x:,t+ k) - I: c (x,t,h)v(::x:+rh,t) = (2.3} 
t- o for tj mk. 
The solution u of (1.4),(1.5) can be written in the form: 
6 
co 
u(x,t,h) = L [f(xD + ki. L [d(x,mlc)] 
-l~h 'ttt:O *"'h 
= L_1 [f(x~ + k L L,. h fil<x,mkl] ~h O~lltK(t "' 
(2.4) 
We define the norms of g(x) and v(x,t) as follows: 
JlgU = 1.'i.b. lg(shn~ JlviJ::; 1~~b· Jv<x,t>l (2.5) 
Definition. The difference equation (1.4) is stable if the 
operators L are bounded with respect to the nor.m thus 
. ., ..
defined uniformly in m and h for 
Or, in other words: 
"'I -k~ mk .!.T, k:.h • 
The difference equation (1.4) is stable, if there exists a 
constant Q independent of h, such that for every function 
v(x,t) satisfying the homogeneous equation (2.2) in 
with t 0 ~ t S. T, the inequality 
)v(x,tll ~ Q, l.u.b. v(f,t 0 ) for t.~t~T (2.6) J 
holds. From (2.4) it follows that for a stable equation: 
Ju(x, t ,h) J ~ Q, (llfJI +t II dll) (2.7) 
and, in particular, 
)Ju(x,t,h)JI~Q, {lffJI+T Jldll) (2.8) 
Theorem 1. Hypothesis:l) u{x,t) is a solution of (1.1), 
(1.2) for which 
~LC. ~~~ g,Lt ~lA,. u,_,_, ... , and-
ax ~xa. ~"" ~t 
(2.9) 
are uniformly continuous and bo~ded in R. 
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2) u(x,t,h) is the solution of (1.4),(1.5), where the 
c~ are stable and compatible with (1.1}. 
Conclusion: There e:tists for every e )0, a S = S(e) such 
that 
Ju(x,t,h)-u(x,t)j !:£ e for (x,t) £Lhand O<h.S.S. 
Proof • 
... I c (x, t,h)u(x+rh, t) = 
.. 
ff:+hc~ + ih~c:+ ••• +;-! h"'c:) • 
(2.10) 
where theE; approach zero with h. The expression in the 
first braces, upon applying the compatibility conditions, 
becomes 
h""' ~'-tl 1 a,"' u(x,t)+--~n a 0 (x,t) + E1-l nla0 (x,t) ~! )X" ' l'lf ' 
= u(x,t) + ka0 (x,t)~11U.+E 1 .\a0 (x,t)h"'. ~x., 
8 
The compatibility conditions enable us to simpliry in like 
manner the expressions in the remaining braces. Hence, we 
may write: 
... Lc (:x:, t,h)u(x+rh, t) = u(:x:, t) + 
... 
~ { .\ 'ft-1 
k J;, ( :x:, t )~ u. 'tJtJ + a ( :x:, t )~ u(x,.,t) +• •' L o ~X"" I ..))Cl1-t 
+a (:x:,t):;lLC.(X,t)+a-(:x:,t)u(:x:,t)1 + 0 (k):. 
w-1 ~X ,. 'J 
u(:x:,t)+ k~li\.{t,-t)_kd(:x:,t)+O(k):u(x,t+k)- kd(x,t)+ O(k). 
c)i: 
Thus, 
... 
u(x,t+k) = ~c (:x:,t,h)u(x+rh,t)+kd(x,t)+o(k), (2.11) 
... 
and writing (1.4), 
u(x,t+k,h) = l:.c.,.u(:x:+rh,t,h) +kd(:x:,t), (2.12) 
... 
Subtracting (2.11) from (2.12) gives the following: 
u{x, t+k,h) - u(x, t+ k): 
I c ... (x, t,h) ~(x+rh, t,h) - u(x+ rh, tU + O(k), 
... 
which is a difference equation for w(:x:,t)=u(x,t,h)-u(x,t). 
Applying the stability criterion to w gives 
jw(:x:,t)J:)u(x,t+k,h) - u(x,t+k)l 
Hence, 
!:. Q. [11 r II+ t II dlQ = Q. [o + t o <1U 
=Q. to(l)!: e. 
lu(:x:,t)-u(:x:,t,hlJ ~ e ror (:x:,t) I.~" and 0 ~ h ~ •• 
9 
Theorem 2. (Necessary Condition for Stabili t~r) 
If the difference equation 
u(x,t+k,h} = l:c ... (x,t,h)u(:x:+rh,t,h) +kd(:x:,t), (1.4) 
... 
where the c~(x,t,h) are continuous, is stable, then 
for all real Q and all (:x:,t) in R. 
Proof. Assume condition (2.13) is not satisfied. Then 
there exist values x 0 ,t0 ,Q6 such that (2.13) does not 
hold. The lefthand side of (2.13} being a continuous func-
tion of x,t, there exist x 0 ,t 0 such that .>.x:/t is a 
rational number or infinite and still 
(2.14) 
holds. Let ~ x:/t 0 = s .,./A where s and ,.A1.. are integers. 
Then (:x: 0 ,t0 ) will belong to all lattices ~hwhere his of 
the form :x:0 /s.m, since then X0 :smh, t0 =}Vn~. 
We now show that (2.14) is not compatible with the 
boundedness of the operator L .,. h • The proof proceeds 
Al'rr.J 
as in Fritz John's paper [l,page 163] , where the theorem 
is given in connection with the second order equation. 
Without loss of generality, we can let x 0 : o,t0 : o. Let 
v be an arbitrary fixed positive integer. For a given 
function g(:x:) we consider the solution of the homogeneous 
10 
equation with initial values g: 
From (1.4), we have 
v(:x:,t) = L (g, 
-l,h '.I 
v( O,Vk) = I P s"ll g( sh), 
Isis H1l 
v ~ 
where the Ps are polynomials in the coefficients c (:x:,t,h) 
which involve only :x:, t values for J:x: I S. "V Nh, It IS. 11k. 
Since the c~(:x:,t,h) are continuous in :x:,t,h, we have 
lim Pv: pv 
h~o .s s 
where p ;' is the same polynomial in the ct-, where all 
c~(:x:,t,h) are replaced by c""(o,o,o) = c~{o,o). Let 
w(x,t,h) be the solution of 
... 
w(x, t+k,h) = l:c0 (0,0)w(x+rh,t,h) 
... 
with initial values g(:x:). Then 
w( O,'llk,h) = I: Ps"ll g( sh). 
ISI~vH 
Since (1.4) is stable, we,have: 
(2.15) 
)v(O,vk) J = J~ P s'Vg(sh) I S. Q llgJI for every g and h. 
s 
Using the continuity property expressed in {2.15), we 
have: 
Jw(O,llk,h) I~ Q'JJgll 
Now let g(x) ::= e•'WK. We have: 
for every g. 
11 
.. 
Since Jl giJ:l, it f'ollows that: 
jw( 0,1/k,h} I= j[~c:( o,o} eii·Wh)" I~ Q., 
for every W ,h, 11. For W= Q0 /h, we have: 
M"' !t Q.. 
But v was an arbitrary :positive integer, and so this 
contradicts M ) 1 in (2.14). Hence the theorem is 
:proved. 
3. Difference Equations \Vhose Coefficients 
Depend Only on t. 
Having obtained the above results for the nth order 
equation, we now turn our attention to the special case 
of' equation (1.4) where n: 4. That is, we consider the 
equation: 
~-a (x t)~4-u. +a (x t):»iru. +a (x t)~ 
Glt - o ' .lx+ • ' ;»,x3 ~ ' .1xa. 
+a3{x,t)~~ +a+(x,t)u+ kd{x,t) 
with initial condition 
u(x,o): f'(:x:). 
(3.1) 
(3.2} 
We have already given the compatibility conditions for 
12 
this case (equations 1.14). In order to obtain f~her 
results for this case, we now consider the difference 
equation (1.4) for the special case in which the 
coefficients c~(x,t,h) are independent of x and h; i.e., 
.. .. 
c (x,t,h) = 1"" (t). (3.3) 
Following Fritz John ~,pp.l64-165] , we recall that the 
solution of the inhomogeneous equation can be obtained 
by solving a sequence of homogeneous equations. That is, 
it is sufficient to determine the solution v('x,t):L [f] ,., .. 
of the homogeneous problem 
.. 
v(x,t+ k) = ~Y (t)v(x+rh,t) for t )mk, 
... 
v(x,(m+l)k) = f(x), 
v(x,t) = o for ts_mk • 
For the type of equation here considered there exist 
nu:m.bers g. lrt such that 
., , .... 
v(sh, (n+l)k) = ~ g f(rh) 
a- S-1-,lltjlt 
where 
and g = 0 
s;hl,'" for I sJ)N(n - m). 
Using (2.2), the general solution of 
~ 
u(x,t+k,h) = l:Y(t)u(x+rh,th) +kd(x,t) 
.. 
u(:x:,O,h) = f{x) 
can be written in the form 
(3.4) 
(3.4a) 
(3.4b) 
(3.6) 
(3.?) 
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u(sh, (n+l)k,h) = 1: g f'(rh) 
.. .s-... ,-... "" 
'W 
+ k I I g a< rh, mk > • 
ltt:o .. s-.. , Wt,l'l 
(3.8) 
We now preceed to give an integral representation for the 
coefficients g • Using the solution v of' (3.4),(3.4a) 
l,t~t.,lJ 
for which f'(:x:) = e•"wx , the solution v is of' the form 
v(:x:,t) : f'(:x:)P(t) ,where P( (m+l}k) = 1, and P(t) 
satisfies the recursion formula 
tWh 
P( (n+l}k) = t.,.(e )P(nk) 
with 
Hence, we may write 
= l: Yt-(nk)z .... 
.. 
iwJ. P( (n+l)k): "\Tr (e ) 
J' """" 
where 
for n> m 
1. for m: n 
"' lf +,< z) for m< n. 
:v~w+J 
(3.10} 
Applying (3.5) for the special case f'(:x:) : e'"'"considered 
here, we have: 
P( (n+l)k } • 
From this, we have: 
1..... I 1 ~~ .e ;.,.o g =- '"' ( e } e dQ. ~ .. ,,. !l'd" ~'"' _,. (3.11) 
Assuming the c .. are consistent with (1.14) and satisfy a 
certain stability condition ( the precise form of which 
14 
is given below) one is permitted to give an estimate for 
expressions of the form 
where 
b._5 = 0 for Jr))N' 
and by associating with b 1-S the function 
we can write Is in the form 
S,.r i& -ise Is = ..L ~ ( e ) e Ps ( Q) :rrr x ""', ~ _.,. dQ. 
(3.12) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Having reviewed these results for difference equations 
with coef'ficients depending only on t, we now use them 
to obtain estimates which will be employed to derive 
a sufficient condition for stability for the case n:4. 
Lemma. For the special case of the difference equation 
(1.4) in which the coefficients c~(x,t,h) are independent 
of x and h, i.e. , where c t- ( x, t, h) : "Yt-( t) , let the 
following three conditions be satisfied: 
~ .. ~-"'" 3 ... 1) ,E'Y(t) = 1, l:rY"(t) = l: r r (t) = ~r )"" (t) :O. (3.16) 
.. .... 1- .. 
2) ... r.(t): o for I rl > N (3.17) 
) ... 1t-el -Me4 3) l:Y(t)e ~ e for 0~ t~ T, IQI.S. Tf". 
... 
(3.18} 
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Then there exists a constant Q which depends only on the 
upper bounds of 1/.r.I, N, N', such that 
J Is I~ 
I J ....LI I I %' .. I ~, ... I Y.t. Ps(O} (n-m)""lp.s (0) (n-m)+ P.s (0) (n-m)+ P.s (0) (n-m} +B.s 
" [ ~ ]S' Js)+(n-m) ~ 
(3.1.9) 
where Is is defined by {3.12), N' in (3.13), p 5 (Q) by 
(3.14), and B is an upper bound for the b t-s in (3.12). 
Proof, From (3,18), for the functions f" ,t'hl~defined by 
~ 
( 5 • .91 ~ ( 3 ,10) , we have: 
+ 
J f'h(eie) J ~ e-MB for 0 5o nk ~ T, JgJ ~ 11" • 
J 
· ,, ) -M (ll-m)9 + 
"t,.,'h(e•e, ~ e for -kS mk~ nk ~ T, JQ) ~ lr. 
Further, condition (3.18), gives: 
,,..s(tlj =l-in-i]t/f t) e1.')"iS8 dQ 1 ~ 1. 
From this, we see that 
/ ..!:!_ +, (ei
8) I~ L,)rv- .. l ~ N(N+l). 
de n 1~'-I~N 
(3.20) 
(3.2l) 
In like manner, it is easy to see that the higher 
derivatives of f~(ei9 ) have bounds for their absolute 
values, which depend on N alone. .t!'rom \ 3.16) , we have: 
16 
for Q = 0. 
These relations, plus the boundedness of the higher 
derivatives of •• , enable us to viTite: 
'"" '!Jo -11A9+ J:l a'• - ~ -M&+-
f.t.,.(e117) = 0 (Q ... e n ) 'J"ea ~~ (e v)- 0 (Q e ) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
Using (3.10), the following expressions are obtained: 
r, l -Mftt-"")'"'] = 0 LQ (n-m)e for m~n, Jgl~ 'rr (3.24) 
U: a. .. ~) -M (ll--w.)e+J 0 ~ (n-m) +Q (n-m) e (3.25) 
(3.26) 
,.,_ ·e 0 + ~ ' 3 
-!.-f. (e1 ) : 0 (n-m)+Q (n-m)+Q (n-m) 
clo .. IIJt 
14 +) -M (lt-N)8,_] + Q (n-m) J e (3.27) 
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(3.28) 
The function Ps(Q) defined in (3.14) can be written in 
the form: 
p5 (Q) = p5 (0) - p~(O) [J-sin Q(3+sin:z.Q~ + 
(3.29) 
where qs(Q) is of period ~1fand vanishes with its first 
three derivatives for Q:::; o. Let Bs be an upper bound for 
Jb .. s) • From (3.l3), we have: 
+ I 0 3 II .1.-q5(Q) = 0(Q B5 ), q.s(Q): (Q Bs), q 5 (Q) :.O(Q Bs), 
(3.30) 
Using (3.15),(3.21), and (3.29), we have: 
(3.31) 
for m<n. Substituting the expression (3.29) for p 5(Q) 
into (3.15} and integrating by parts five times, we have, 
using (3.21),(3.24),(3.25},(3.26),(3.2?), and (3.28); 
·' 
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Is= 
0·-------------------------------------
• s 
f'or s:J:O, m('n. Combining {3.31),(3.32}, we have: 
(3.32) 
Is= 
JP5 !olJ (n-ml+jP;<olj (n-m~:(olj (n-m~p5"' (olJ (n-m~Bs 
Or------------------------------------[tsJ + (n-m) ~ ... ] G 
which is (3.19),and hence the lemma is proved. 
From (3.6}, we have: 
f'or m:n. 
f'or m:n, lsJ>N'. 
(3.33) 
For p5 (Q).:; 1, we have: 
n-m 
J g I~ ({ [I ~ ]s 
.S .. i"",., Jsl+ (n-m) .. (3.34} 
With these preliminaries completed, we shall use 
the results thus obtained in the next section,where we 
shall prove a theorem stating suf'f'icient conditions f'or 
stability. 
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4. Sufficient Conditions For StabiLity 
Theorem 3. Consider the difference equation (1.4). 
1) Let the coefficients in the difference equation (1.4) 
be of the form: 
~ ... .,. .l.: a Joo 
c (x, t,h) = c 0 (x, t) + he 1 (x, t) + 2h Ca (x, t) (4.1.) 
+ J. .3 ... ( ) ...L + .. ( ) ,h c3 x,t + :t+h c.., x,t,h 
where ... .. .. ... . c 0 ,c 1 ,c~,c3 sat~sfy the compatibility conditions (1.14). 
2)Assume the quantities 
exist and are uniformly bounded for 0 .S. t ~ T, O.s. h~H. 
3)Assume there exists a positive number M, independent of 
x,t such that 
-Me .f. 
e for jgJ.!: lf". 
Then the difference equation (1.4) is stable. 
(4.3) 
Outline of Proof. All assumptions made are uniform in t 
for O,:St~T. Hence it is sufficient to prove that the 
solution u(x,t,h) of 
u(x, t+ k,h) .. = l:, c (x,t,h)u(x+rh,t,h) 
... 
(4.4) 
u(x,O,h) = f(x) (4.5) 
is bounded uniformly in terms of JlfJI:l.u.b. )f(x)J 
X 
The proof now falls into three main parts,as follows: 
l.)We first use (3.8) to determine the form of the 
solution for t= (n+l.)k. This part of the proof 
follows that of Theorem 3.1 in Fritz John's paper 
[l.,page 167] • 
2)We next obtain estimates for certain expressions in 
this solution using the hypothesis (4.2),the lemma 
of section 3, and equation (3.34}. 
3}Finally, we use the estimates thus obtained to 
complete the proof. 
Proof. 1) Let s 0 be a given fixed integer, and put 
.. ~ ~ ( ) 
')- (t) = c (s0 h,t,O) :: c 0 (s0 h,t) 4.6 
We can write (4.4) in the form 
too: 
u(x,t+k) = ~l""(t)u(:x:+rh,t,h) (4.7) 
... 
+ l:£?1x,t,h) - c:(s h,t)] u(:x:+rh,t,h) • 
... 
We now make use of {3.8) to solve (4.7) for u(s0 h,(ni-l)k,h), 
obtaining: 
21. 
u(s 0 h,(n+l)k,h) = ~ g :t'{ {s+s0 )h 6 -S.,-I.,''n 
, 
+I.Iu( (s+s 0 ) ,mk,h) ~ b g • llt:o s ,. ~'-~"' 1--s.~-.~.,. 
(4.8) 
Here the g_ are formed using the...,_...- defined by (4.6) 
'""tS,lll 
and so depend also on s; the quantities bl- 5 ~are of' the J I 
:t'orm: 
.. 
b .. s:. = c ( ( s0+s -r)h,mk,h) I 'I (4.9} 
We note that b = 0 :t'or lri)N. 
I)S1lll 
2} We shall now give an estimate :t'or the expression 
I =I.b g S,,"'M ,. I)S.~'MI 1--S;w.l" 
First, as in (3.15), we can ~te 
.,. 
I = -6f ..a; ( e it) e-isep ( Q) dQ '~"' a, r ... ,.. s;m 
-r 
where 
(4.1.0) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
We now apply the hypotheses 1),2),3) listed in the state-
ment of' the theorem. The boundedness of' the quantities 
(4.2) implies that 
b : c
0 
.. ~s01-s -r)h,mk)l - c;(s6 h,mk) .,,,,..., c 'J 
+he~ fls0+s -r)h,mk J + ih1 c:Es0+s -r)h,mk J 
+ fh3 c~ Es0+s -r)h,mk]+ii,h""'"c~fls.+s -r)h,mk,h] : 
(4.13a) 
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-(4.l.3b) 
where in (4.13b) all the c;~and their derivatives are 
evaluated at [<s0+s)h,mk] , unless otherwise noted. 
From (1.14),(4.12), and (4.13a), we have: 
, 
Ps (O)= 0(h ). 
:llrl 
(4.14) 
From (4.13b), using the boundedness o~ the quantities 
(4.2), we have: 
(4.15) 
From (3.19),(4.14),{4.15), it ~ollows that 
I = 0 h (n-m) + h {n-m) + h (n-m) + h(n-m) +lsi h + h ~ + l ~ a ~ X.. ) .r,m ( JsJ +(n-m).tft. ].r 
~or m< n. 
We note that 
1-0{h/1 + s ). 
(4.16) 
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Hence, 
:ror m~ n (4.17) 
It :rollows that 
1:r - o( h s s,..,- 3/+ [n-m+1] :ror m~ n (4.18) 
and 
if I I~,.J = o(h tj(n+1) ( H-(f}'+)) 
~ Q.' y (n+l)k' (4.19) 
where Q,' depends only on the upper bounds :ror N,l/M, T, 
1/A , and the upper bounds o:r the quantities (4.2). 
From (3.34),(3.6), we have: 
IJs )= 0(1) ~ Q.'' :ror -l.!n 
.J - SJ-1.1 ')r 
(4.20) 
:ror a suitable constant Q,". 
3)Using the estimates obtained above, we now complete 
the proo:r. Let t = {n+l)k, :x: = s 0 h, and 
Jlu)J : l.u.b. Ju(:x:,t,h)J 
.., 0~~~,... 
J( 
Then :rrom (4.8), we have: 
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lienee, 
(4.21) 
Hence, 
Ju(x,t,h)J !E 2q." J)f'(x)IJ :forO~t~1/16Q,'+ (4.22) 
In general, 
)u(x, t 0 + t,h) ) ~ 2Q," l.u.b. )u(x, t 0 ,hll for 0 ~ t ~l/16Q,'+ 
X 
Thus, 
Ju(x, t ,h)) for 
(4.23) 
O~t~T 
(4.24} 
where ~ depends only on N, 1/M, T, 1/~ , and the upper 
bounds of' the quantities (4.2). Hence Theorem 3 is proved. 
Corollary. The difference equation (1.16) is stable, 
provided ao(x,t) ~ $< 0 and ~s-1/16 a. 
Proof'. 
)~c!\x,t)eiJ..eJ = J 1+4,\ a 0 (x,t) (cosQ - l.)a.J 
=Jl +16~ a 0 (x,t)sin""-£ I = 1 +16~a0 (x,t)sin+£ 
\ - J provided ~ ~ < _ _J__ 
JC 'iJo(XIt) - ,,~ 
Under these conditions, J ~c~(x,t)e;a.eJ =1 +l~a0 (x,t)sin1-! 
-Me+ · ~ e , )Q J ~ '11", for a sui table M. 
In particular if a 0 (x,t): -1, the equation (1.16) is 
stable provided ~ ~ 1/16. 
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5. Existence of the Solution of the Differential Equation 
We now give a proof of the existence of the solution 
of the 4th order differential equation (3.1) with initial 
condition (3.2) which makes use of stable difference 
operators. The proof is a direct extension of that of 
Fritz John for the second order equation, and, following 
I 
h~, we say that a fundtion g(x,t) is "of class 0 1 ", if 
u ~~( ~'t:r 
g, ~X '~xa '• • • '1ftt 
exist in R and are uniformly continuous and bounded in R. 
We then have the following theorem: 
' Theorem 4. Hypothesis: 1) a 0 ,a,a:a.,a.J,a.,.,f,d £ C • 
0 
c • 
3) a
0
(x,t) is negative and bounded away rmam o. 
Conclusion: There exists a solution.u(x,t) of 
~ = a (:x: t);;,"l.&, +a (x t)~+a-(x t)~ 
.) t 0 ' ~ X+ 1 ' J. X 3 .::t. ' ~X~ 
+ a_.(x, t )~~ + a+(x, t)u + d(x, t), 
u(x,O} = f(x) 
of class C+in x and class c 1 in t. 
(3.1) 
Proof. With reference to given positive numbers h and k 
we introduce the divided differences 
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Consider now the difference equation (1.16), written in 
the form: 
ut(x,t,h) = a.(x,t)u (x -2h,t,h)~a 1 (x,t)u (x-h,t,h} v ~~~X ~XX 
(5.1) 
+ a+(x, t)u(x+2h, t,h) + d(x, t) 
u(x,O,h) = f(x) (5.2) 
Assume B :S.. a 0 ( :x:, t) S & <. 0, ~ sufficiently small, and 
+ 3 ~ I o 
a 0 E. C , a 1 t C , a :a. t. C , a3 t C , a.._ 1 C • ( 5 • 3 ) 
Then there exists a constant Q depending on )Ja+ll, T, 
such that for sufficiently small h: 
J u(:x:, t,h) I !S: Q (nrn + T udn)=~ll+lld~ 
Let v(:x:,t,h) = ux(x,t,h). Then v satisfies 
v-t(x,t,h):. a 0 (:x:,t)vxxxx<x-2h,t,h) 
• (5.4) 
+f[a 0 (x, t)]X +a 1 (x, t)} vxxx(x -h, t,h) +f[a 1(x, t)] X 
+ aa(x,t)} vx 1(x,t,h)+{[aa(x,t)]x+a3(x,t)) vx(x+h,t,h) 
+{J.8.3 <x,t>Jx+ a+(x,t)} v(x+2h,t,h) 
(5.5) 
2'1 
v(x,O,h) = f(x) 
X (5.6) 
The difference equation (5.5) is of the type (5.1) and 
is stable under the original hypothesis (5.3) plus 
I I I a.,tc , d t. c , f t c • (5.7) 
Since (5.5) is stable, 
lv I =Jux) = 0 01~11 +II<\ U +ll('ilx U (II fll + Jldll)] ( 5 .a) 
In like mrumer, let y•(x,t,h):vx(x,t,h): uxw{x,t,h).Then 
Y i: ( X, t , h) = aD { :X:, t ) y X X X W {X- 2h, t , h) 
+{z[a0 (x,tlJx+ a 1 (x,t)} yxwx (x-h,t,h) 
+{(8. 0 (:x:, t>)11+ 2[a 1 (x, t })1 +aa(x, t)} Y~w(x, t,h) 
+f[a1 (x,t)J,,, +z[a~.(x,t)]"+a3{x,t)} yx(x+h,t,h) 
+ f [?,. {x, t )],.;t- 2 (a .J (:x:, t )]
1 
+a.(x, t )} y{:x:+ 2h, t ,h) 
+ {fa3 <x, t ilxtt+ 2 fa.<x, t a.]v<x+ 3h, t,h) 
Y.t(x,O,h) = 'f {x) 
xx 
{5.9) 
(5.10) 
This is stable under the above hypothesis (5.3),(5.7), 
plus a~ t Ca. ,a+ S C:~., d £ Ca., :f £. C.:t.. In this way we 
find that for :i~2,the ith divided x differences of u 
are bounded if a6 ,a 1 ,a~,a 3,a+,f,d £ ci. ·Then (5.1) shows 
that u t and its divided x differences up to order 
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i - 4 are bounded. 
w(x,t,h} = u~(x,t,h). Then 
w-t-(x,t,h} = a 0 (x,t)wxararx(x-2h,t,h) + a 1(x,t)wxxJx-h,th) 
+a+(x,t)w(x+2h,t,h) +f'8. 0 (x,t)1 u (x-2h,t+k,h) Lc;; ~t' XXI(X 
+ f• (x, t >)t uJnlJx-h, t+ k,h) +J?,a.<x, t >]t u X.l((x, t+k,h) 
+~3(x, t)]t ux (x+ h, t +k,h)+ Ft..,.<x, t)] tu(x+ 2h, t+k,h) 
(5.11) 
w(x,O,h) = u~(x,O,h). (5.12) 
Hence wt = utt is bounded if a 0 ,a, ,aa,a3 ,a+' (a0)t' {a1)t,(:aa)t 
~J)t' ~t' u, ux 'uxx 'uxxx 'u.~Cwwx 'u~, 'U..tr 'ut-xx 'ut:'na' utxxauc and 
dt are bounded. All fif these, and hence u~~' are bounded 
if a 0 ,a1 ,aa,a1 ,a41a E. C 
1 
and their t derivatives are 
uniformly bounded. Therefore all of the quantities 
(5.13) 
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are bounded independently of h, if a 0,a 1 ,a~,a 1,a+,f,d, 
.. 
~ c and their time derivatives are uniformly bounded in R. 
For any fixed h 0 consider the nets l:"' with 
h - ._ 0 k - f<'o - >.._o+ 
,.-:A."' ' ,._ ~ - I c;"' (5.14) 
Let I'-obe the sum of all the sets I',.. • ~ .. is everywhere 
dense in R. For every (x,t) £2, there exists N such 
00 
that (x, t) t,l" tor n~ N. For i'ixed (x, t), u(x, t,h11) 
is evaluated infinitly many times and u{x,t,h~} is 
unii'or.mly bounded; hence, there exists a subsequence S 
of values of N suvh that 
u(x, t ,h1l) ~ u(x, t} (5.15) 
i'or n--toothrough s. So u(x,t) exists in~ •• For two 
points (x,t) and {x' ,t) of' I_, u{x,t,h,..) and 
u ( x' , t ,h.,.) are defined i'or n~ N. Then 
x'-x 
u(x', t ,h11 } -u(x, t ,h11 ) :a h,. t'u x(x+( 'V -1) h,., t,h...,) = 0( x' -x) 
Y:l 
since U.,r is bounded. For n cS and n~oo, 
u(x', t) - u{x, t) :: 0 (x' - x) ini-o• 
Likewise, using the boundedness of' ut, 
U {X, t' ) - U {X, t) : 0 { t' - t) in 1:_ • • 
So u { x, t) is unii'or.mly continuous and bounded in I eo , 
and u(x,t) can be extended through R as a continuous 
and bounded function in R. 
Since Uxxis bounded, for two points (x,t),(x' ,t) 
of ~ , we have for sufficiently large n: 
-
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u{x',t,hw)- u{x,t,h,) 
• X' - X :: (5.16) 
The left siae of this equation has a limit e.s n~ oo 
through values of s, and so the right side has a limit. 
Since u~(x,t,h~) does not depend on x', it follows for 
X' ~X that 
lim ux(x,t,h.,.) ::: v(x,t) 
'\'\C$ 
'ft ... CIO 
exists for all (x, t) in l: • 
.. 
The boundednedd of Uxwand Uxtnow implies that v(x,t} 
is uniformly continuous in~., and that v(x, t·) can be 
continued into the whole of R as a function of class C0 • 
Thus (5.16) shoV'TS that for nc.s, n-tao, 
U (X' '; l : ~ (X at) : V (X' t) + 0 ( xt -X) (5.17) 
for (x,t),(x',t) in~. Since u(x,t) and v(x,t) are 
continuous, (5.17) holds for any (x,t) and (x',t) in R. 
Letting x 1 -+ x, we have: 
v(x t) = ~LL(x,t) 
' ~)C 
Using the uniform boundedness of all the .quantities 
(8~13) it can be shown in the same manner that 
and that these limits are of class C 0 in R. Hence u( x, t) C 
c+, and~:. £C 0 • Equation (5.1) for h =h,., n c.s, n--too, 
show, using the boundedness of ux••••' that u(x,t} 
satisfies {3.1),(3.2) inJ:_.and hence in R. This completes 
the proof of rrheorem 4. 
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Corollary, Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, the 
differential equation (3,1} is stable, 
Proof, Let the assumptions of Theorem 4 be satisfied, 
and let u(x,t) be a solution of the differential 
equation (3,1),(3,2), Let Lh represent the stable 
difference operator compatible with (3.1). Then,letting 
L 0 [ u ]::2!!.- a (x, t)J1-Il - ... - a (x, t)~ - a .... Jx, t)u, c)t o ~x+ 3 ~x ..,... 
we have 
L 0 [u(x,t>] .::: d(x,t) 
and 
Hence, 
J u < x, t ) I ~ Q. [ U d + e <h) Jl + II r II] , 
and letting h -a, 0, 
Ju{x,t)j!: Q. [lfd)I+Jitll] • 
Hence (3,1) is stable. 
Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, the 
solution u(x,t) of (3.1),(3.2) is unique, 
Proof,Let u 1(x,t) and ua(x,t) be two solutions of (3,1), 
(3,2), and let D(x,t) = u 1(x,t) - u:a,(x,t). Since u 1(x,t) 
and u~(x,t) satisfy (3.1), D(x,t) satisfies: 
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~ = a (x,t).;)+u.. f- .. ·+ a:.(x,t)~U. +a.,!:x:,t)u, ~t o ~x+ ~ ~x 
u(x,O) = o. 
Hence, 
l D(x, t) I~ Q [ o + o] = o, 
and so u 1 (x,t) a u~(x,t). 
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Abstract 
This paper deals vdth the solution of parabolic 
partial differential equations by difference methods. It 
is first concerned with obtaining certain basic results 
for the nth order equation 
J Ll ( ) ,;) "'Lt. ( >;)"-'" 
-:. a 0 x,t _ + a 1 x,t +• •• ~t .;lX'" ~x·-• (1) 
-J.a (x t)2..!:!-.+ a_(x,t)u + d(x,t) 
,... ' .;l )( ... 
in the infinite strip R of the (x,t) plane,defined as 
follows: R: 0 s_ t .$. T,- o.< x < +oo, with the ini:tial 
condition 
u(x,O) = f(x). ( 2) 
Following this, the paper deals with the special case 
of (1) where n = 4. Recently :B'ritz John has employed 
difference methods to study the special case of (1) 
where n = 2, with initial condition {2), and among his 
results are theorems dealing with convergence, stability, 
and existence of solutions. The present paper extends 
certain of these results to the case of the general 
nth order equation (1) and then considers more thorough-
ly the above-mentioned special case where n ::4. 
With a differential equation of the type (1) 
there is associated a family of difference equations 
of the form 
u(x,t-t-k,h) = I,c..-(x,t,h)u(x+rh,t,h)+kd(x,t) (3) 
~ 
with initial condition 
u(x,O,h) :f(x), ( 4) 
defining u(x,t,h) for (x,t) in a family of rectangular 
lattices ~h with mesh (h,k), where h and k vary in such 
a way that k/h~ is a fixed number, and c~x,t,h) is 
defined in R and for 0 ~ h~ H for some H. Restricting 
oneself to difference equations of the form (3) which 
for h~ 0 go over :formally into (1) leads at once to a 
set o:f compatibility conditions which the c~must satisfy. 
The concept of stability is introduced;and it is 
proved that a solution of (3),(4),which is stable and 
compatible with (1), converges uniformly to a solution 
u(x,t) of (1),(2) inrh, provided a sufficient number 
of derivatives o:f u(x,t) are uniformly continuous and 
bounded in R. A necessary condition for the stability 
of the difference equation {3) is proved, this being 
of the form 
}~c.-(x,t,O)e;,..eJ~ 1 
for all real Q and x,t in R. 
The rest of the paper deals with the 4th order 
parabolic equation 
with initial condition {2). Assuming the coefficients 
in the difference equation {3) are of the for.m 
.. ... .. ':a.t- 3J-
c (x,t,h):c0 {x,t)-t-hc 1 (x,t)+th c;a{x,t)+ih c3 {x,t) 
+ .J.. h+ c.:-(x, t ,h), where the c."" posess a sufficient number 
~+ T I 
of uniformly bounded derivatives, it is shown that 
' ~ ... ( t) if..eJ<- -Me+ LCo x, e _ e .. for I9J~lr,where M) 0 is independent of (x,t), is a 
sufficient condition for the stability of (3). This enables 
one to exhibit a stable difference equation compatible 
with (5). Once assured of the existence of such an 
equation, it is employed in proving an existence theorem 
for a solution of the differential equation. The theorem 
states· that if the coefficients ar(x,t) and the function 
d(x, t) ln (5) ,and the function f(x) in: (2) possess a 
sufficient number of uniformly continuous and bounded 
derivatives in R, and a 0 (x,t) is negative and bounded 
away from zero, then there exists a solution of (5),{2) 
possessing a certain number of uniformly continuous 
and bounded derivatives. 
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